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INTRO

Our lives are defined by the things we surround ourselves with. They captivate our thoughts,
moods, and desires, but beside their ability to transfix us, they possess a power to transform
us. They can shape our needs, values, and behaviors, ultimately leaving us with transformative experiences that provide and enforce within us our beliefs. We go through great lengths
to embed them into our lives, it is here we derive pleasure, escape, and purpose. This observation was the basis of this thesis entitled Ritual Place. My interest started with a question.
What is a ritual? Its connotations are rooted in the vocabulary of religion, but essentially a
ritual is a repeated or singularly significant act meant to instill a deeper meaning or reinforce
a belief.

THESIS PREP
Belief encompasses the unwavering faith in something or someone and can be catagorized and
argued for as functioning and asserting meaning four different ways.
Belief as making us human
Belief as meaningful compass
Belief as radical commitment
Belief as embodied practice1
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Beliefts are supported through the practice of rituals.
These are actions or as Susanne Langer states, “Ritual is a symbolic transformation of
experiences that no other medium can adequately express.”2. Belief is embodied through
the action of ritual, which serves as a mediator to connect the gathering community and the
understanding they seek through its performance.
The importance is the experience the ritual facilitates and less with the structure within
which it occurs. This idea emphasizes the importance of the action, and not so much the
place. This further posits that anywhere can be a place for ritual.
The ritual experience is ultimately seeking to implement a transformation. This is achieved
through the shift of context and elements (objects, symbols, and identities).3
Contexts, are situations, within which requires a distinctive set of identities and behaviours.
Elements are embeded, utilized, and both shape and give meaning to certain contexts.
Rituals are special because they facilitate experiences that separate us from the mundane.
They serve to pull its participants to recognize and participate in something of worth.
But what would it mean to imagine the new ritual? If for a moment this distinction were
expanded there are countless moments, activities, or seemingly insignificant acts that could
be considered rituals. This is where this thesis is positioned. It asserts to introduce the new
ritual.
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CASE STUDIES

I compiled my cases studies as I encountered them along a matrix that charted both the
ritual, as a process, and the corresponding spaces in which they occurred. Following James
Swan’s descriptions from his book Sacred Places, these spaces can be identified as, the shrine
(human crafted setting), the temple (the places where the larger whole seems condensed into
a symbolic statement), and the sacred site (nature).
The ritual categories followed the process of procedures and steps of conversion. These being
introduction; an initial encountering of a belief, indoctrination; an acceptance and approval
of a belief, marking oneself; an outward and sometimes public expression of a belief, and
remediation; a restructuring of the things and those around one to accommodate and spread
a belief.
The point of the matrix isn’t to assert that the two are the same or that one can be conflated
for the other, it was to recognize and position it as a system of belief that is validated,
participated, and enlivened through the actions of its participants, who engage in the ritual
along the path or at a particular point in the train of belief.
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1.
Case: Madame Tussauds Wax Museum
Ritual: Visitors pose with figures of notable individuals
2.
Case: The Bedroom (Rookie’s Strange Magic)
Ritual: Interests are enshrined and lived amongst
3.
Case: Cosplay
Ritual: Participants dress up as a favorite fictional superhero
4.
Case: Panathenaic Festival
Ritual: Athenians processed through the city to the
Akropolis to present the statue of athena with a robe
5.
Case: Sports Parade
Ritual: Fans gather to watch athletes parade through the
city streets and celebrate a victory
6.
Case: The Cyrstal Cathedral Video Screens
Ritual: The congregation gathered for service watch on the large
video screens.
7.
Case: Sports Bars (Chappell’s Bar)
Ritual: Visitors watch sports games and drink among mutal fans
8.
Case: The Prophet Muhammad’s Footprint at Topkapi Palace Museum
in Istanbul
Ritual: Visitors come to observe and record the relic
9.
Case: The Prophet Muhammad’s Footprint at Topkapi Palace Museum
in Istanbul
Ritual: Visitors come to observe and record the relic

‘THE BODY OF
CHRIST’

The ceremony of first communion is often considered the official welcoming of new
members to church. It typically occurs when children are between 7-8 years old following an
initial baptism. They are invited to take part in the sacrament of Eucharist, when Catholics
share bread and wine meant to symbolize the body and blood of Christ. Instruction and
preparation is given to those who participate and family members are present for support
and encouragement. The children dress formally and participate in the mass, the recitation of
prayers and readings.
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LETS GIVE IT UP
FOR OUR VIRGINS
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While not a critical success, it gained recognition as a cult film. Audience members,
dressed as their favorite characters would watch the film and participate by talking back
to the screen. In some showings, fans would perform alongside the screen, singing and
miming with their respective parts, shadowcasts. At the NuArt Theatre in Los Angeles,
the troupe Sins O’ the Flesh have performed shadowcasts since 1988. The perfromers are
fans who do their own hair, makeup, props. First time viewers are brought on stage and
marked with a V.
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IF THIS US YOUR
FIRST SHOW COME
UP TO THE STAGE!

DANCE!
SCREAM!
CRAWL!
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Fushimi Inari-Taisha is a shrine dedicated to the Kami Inari in the Japanese Shinto religion.
In addition to its role in the ritual of the Shinto religion, it is also one of the most popular
shrines and attracts countless tourists and visitors everyday. The shrine is spread across a
mountain which takes its name from Inari, who is seen as the patron of business. It consists
of a series of 4000 ceremonial gates, or torii, each of which has been donated by a Japanese
business. They sprawl the pathway like a tunnel leading the way to the top. Along the path
are large public shrines, and even smaller private shrines for worship. These small shrines
are for worshippers. These usually consist of miniature stone tori gates and statues as well
as symbolic references of Inari, often depicted as a fox. These smaller shrines deviate from
the path and are hidden and embedded into the landscape. They are meant for participants
of the worship ritual in contrast to the rest of the site. This duality allows for both ritual and
observer to exist along the same path.
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NEW RITUAL

What would it mean to imagine the new ritual? Something simple and seemingly unremarkable can actually be an act or scene that is returned to over and over again until it becomes
embedded into the routine and structure of our lives. Eventually becoming an embodied
practice. Something that shapes our needs, values, and behaviors. While the idea of rituals
is embedded in the religious realm, could it exist outside this framework? And not just this
framework but any? Place, time, permanence. The new ritual encompasses this understanding of openness, reflecting a modern world abounded by rituals. That are at the same time
singular, shared, strange and familiar.

The ritualized world that doesn’t turn away from impermanence or is not reliant on a particular place for it to function still needs to be contained even if only for a while.
Pneumatic structures or inflatables, or what they are better known as emerged in 60’s as an
efficient and sustainable form of construction. They later were widely used in built and specularized projects by groups such as Ant Farm. Their aim was to explore the counter culture
and a form of making that was accessible to a wide audience, a rejection of modernisms
clean ideals. The popularity of inflatables can be attributed to their ability to be deployed in
a variety of places, conditions, using simple means, but is also owed to their playfulness and
approachability. They are metaphorical embodiments of the new ritual.

RITUALPLACE.COM

The Ritual Place website is an open source instruction set that is imagined as a place to allow
users the guidance to create and deploy their own inflatables for their own rituals. The system
is intended to be co-opted by participants who access the ritual place resources. These include mentions of upcoming and past events to encourage communication and participation
in not only the construction of the ritual place but the rituals themselves. By bringing them
to the public Ritual Place seeks to highlight both the prevalence of the new ritual in a modern world but to also provide a way for users to feel more comfortable validating their own
rituals through the act of making.
The first step is to decide their needs. The selections include the single shell, the multiple
zones, , the large and open, and the customizable options. The categories are basic with the
intention to grow with increased participation and feedback. Users then download a book of
pdf files.
The overall geometry is separated into sections. The pieces are subdivided by a series of 11
x 17 inch sheets. Every sheet is tagged according to piece and position in the subdivided
arrangement. The prints can be tiled and then cut. Users are in full control of the process and
construction. They can purchase materials online, at local hardware stores or source their
homes for tools. This process can easily be replicated with household items and a simple instruction and pattern set. This involves bonding the plastics with an iron in-between a sheet
of wax paper, which serves to regulate and distribute the heat. They can then build, document, and share their Ritual Places with the community before their inflatable is dismounted.
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NARRATIVES
These imagined events are a sampling of what can be considered examples of some realistic
modern ritual. @thecrossing, #snarklife, and watch_thethrone all take place in the city of
Boston along three different urban conditions. Each proposed for differing scales, user
groups, and durations.

@thecrossing

WHO:
Macy a.k.a @MacAttack
WHEN:
July 14
WHAT:
Join or just walk by to catch @MacAttack for the launch
of the Gold Collection which will be live streamed in a
customized ritual place! Go to ritualplace.com for more.

@the Crossing
SITE:
Downtown Crossing

The first event @thecrossing takes place in Downtown Crossing on Summer Street, a large
pedestrian corridor surrounded by large department and smaller retail stores. Macy is a
beauty guru or someone who posts tutorials and reviews online. She has been making videos that document her interest for a year now and has gained a significant following. She
usually films two to three times a week. It’s not only a personal ritual that she enjoys but one
that she enjoys sharing with her many followers. Her favorite beauty line is about to launch
a new product. She constructs a ritual place and inflates it on Summer Street right outside
the launch. Here she can reconstruct the ritual of filming a review. Her particular structure
involves separate chambers or zones that are drawn from the typical setup she has in in
her bedroom, where she uses a draped backdrop to separate her space as seen through the
camera perspective from the rest of her world. Macy constructs her structure at home at her
convenience and when her ritual event takes place she can inflate her structure sets up her
space and film.

SMOKEY BURGUNDY MAKEUP TUTORIAL
+ REVIEW!

George 1 hour ago
Just Perfect. Every time!
Elsa123 2 hour ago (edited)
Gorgeous! Nose highlight poppin'!
MissMellieMakeup 1 hour ago
That foundation is a perfect match
ItsHolly 3 hour ago
Subscribed!
George

4 hour ago

BilleJean 4 hour ago
Please do a skin care routine.
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M.A.C GOLD COLLECTION LIVE STREAM!

George 1 hour ago
Just Perfect. Every time!
Elsa123 2 hour ago (edited)
Gorgeous! Nose highlight poppin'!
MissMellieMakeup 1 hour ago
That foundation is a perfect match
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MissMellieMakeup 1 hour ago
That foundation is a perfect match
ItsHolly 3 hour ago
Subscribed!
George 4 hour ago
Notification Squad

ItsHolly 3 hour ago
Subscribed!
George 4 hour ago
Notification Squad
BilleJean 4 hour ago
Please do a skin care routine.

#snarklife

WHO
Rebecca + Malik + 15 or so friends
WHEN:
May 21
WHAT:
The Snark is back! Snarky Puppy’s
Puppy long awaited comeback tour is
coming to Boston and Rebecca and Malik are not the only one’s
freaking out. So bring some irons and lets build this! Go to
ritualplace.com for more.

#Snarklife
SITE:
Blue Hills Bank Pavilion

In the parking lot near the Blue Hills Bank Pavilion, an open air tensile structure that
continually host large events, Rebecca and Malik’s favorite band SnarkyPuppy is staging a
comeback tour. They both plan to attend the two shows that will be staged at the pavilion, but
want to hang out and listen to the bands catalogue before and after the show. Their structure
involves multiple parts and chambers all connected to a central point. This arrangement is
similar to their apartment and the listening parties they usually host for themselves and their
friends.
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cool_bulldog
@cooldog
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Can’t wait for that keyboard solo on tarova. Too good! #snarklife
forever!
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familydinner
@fdvol2

Has anyone else seen this inflatable! ItsLit, let me in!
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Sylva

@metropoleorkest

Following

fdvol2 Took us all day but we made it! come to the parking lot
er the show tommorow! It’s lit.
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henryfan001

FAVORITES
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@henryfan001

Following
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watch_thethrone

WHO
James and the rest of the tribe (20)
WHEN:
August 14
WHAT:
The best show ever is coming and James will be there. Will you?
Join him to construct the ultimate viewing experience on the North
End of the Greenway! And then come back every sunday until
October. Go to ritualplace.com for more.

watch_thetrone
SITE:
Rose Kennedy Greenway

Nearby James is an accountant who works near South Station and lives on the North Side.
He occasionally walks home along the Rose Kennedy Greenway, a 15 acre winding park that
connects both areas of his work and home. He recently became obsessed with a popular
fantasy novel. The books have recently turned into a ten episode series. His sentiment is
shared by others in the area as he recently discovered on message boards and through a
growing online community. He lives in a small studio, but is interested in gathering with
others he has met to watch the entire season. He needs a space that can be flexible, affordable,
but easily erected and dismantled. His particular structure is simple. It involves a large area
where attendees can spread out and watch the series to be projected on the structure.
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HEY! Are you inside yet?

You’re missing everyting!

What?

RITUAL PLACE

“THE

1’ = 64”

“THE BEST TV SHOW EVER”

BEST TV SHOW EVER”
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